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International publishers deeply involved 
in China-themed book publishing
国际出版商深度参与中国主题图书出版

■By Le Yi

The Cengage Learning Group, at BIBF this year, 
announced the new progress of the children's 
reading project"Chinese World", with the launch 

of the first batch containing fifty new books. According 
to Zhang Kuiwen, senior manager of educational 
and professional division (China) at Cengage, they 
started the project four years ago, they discussed and 
formulated the systems, frameworks and development 
blueprints of the project. Last year they cooperated 
with  hina Intercontinental Press and soon expanded 
the partners of Chinese publishing houses to more than 
20 with their more than 6,000 books participated, from 
which Cengage selected 50 titles to make Chinese-
English editions. He disclosed the plan to increase the 
number to more than 1,000 books in the next three to 
five years, and build a vocabulary base, which will 
help children overseas learn Chinese. He mentioned 
their long-term plan is to establish a graded Chinese 
reading system, provide a Chinese learning platform for 
overseas Children, and help them learn Chinese more 
easily. He stated that they plan to promote the books 
in the schools of English-speaking countries so as to 
provide rich reading materials to students.

Aside from this, Cengage has also linked up with 
People's Education Press to launch the Chinese Readers. 
This series tells Chinese stories from an international 
perspective, allowing readers to learn Chinese culture 
whilst studying English. Zhang Kuiwen said, the series 
has four installments, altogether twenty volumes, at the 
end of the year eight new books will be published and 
distributed worldwide.

Oxford University Press also announced two 
programs named Talk about China (TAC) and Chinese 
Language Teaching (CLT). According to product manager 

Xiang Peihua at OUP, TAC covers Chinese society, 
culture, history, life and other aspects, it aims to exhibits 
excellent Chinese culture，customs and people's 
lives,etc, and let students to"learn authentic English and 
tell the Chinese story". She disclosed OUP will publish 
the first batch of TAC books in Sep 2020.

OUP's another new series, CLT, published in 
partnership with New Star Press, is targeted at younger 
overseas students. Ying Peihua said, in the first stage 
they hope to publish Oxford Beginners' Chinese and 
distribute these books with the help of the Confucius 
Institute to the elementary and middle-schools overseas. 
This series is very interesting, with elements such as 
explanations of the structures and of histories behind 
various Chinese characters in the text, allowing readers 
to understand the story behind these ideographic 
characters, learn how to write Chinese characters, and 
gradually understand Chinese culture.

One the academic publishing field, the Springer 
Nature has published numerous academic books 
written by Chinese authors. Li Yan, director of book 
business (China) of Spinger Nature, said that currently 
Chinese scholars are making more and more excellent 
contributions in the natural and social sciences, and 
the worldwide academia is hoping to know Chinese 
colleagues' research progress. Chinese authors are at 
the forefront of research and are a reflection of changes 
in modern Chinese society, economic development, 
social governance and cultural countenance; they're 
being watched by global academics and the masses. 
Also, authors of books upon the subjects of Chinese 
traditional culture, history and philosophy are also 
performing well worldwide. She remarks that these 
authors have all been included in Springer's book 
database; every year newly published books are 
collected into e-book discipline packages, distributed 

through university or research institution libraries, and 
brought to global academic research groups. Among 
them, many classical works have been used as teaching 
materials for graduate students. Li Yan said,"Spinger 
Nature is developing more teaching material, and in 
cooperatiion with many Chinese academic publishing 
houses, they have published dozens of China-themed 
English-language books, in the future they will continue 
to publish more new books in this category."

Zhang Kuiwen said that, over the past few years, 
Cengage has published hundreds of China-themed 
books, most of them are recommended by others and 
the topics are on Chinese governance and economy 
as well as national administration, but these books 
are scattered in topics and the user groups are also 
scattered. It's very difficult for the editors to edit 
and promote. For this reason, Cengage began to 
think of building a professional team in line with the 
international market, and develop relevant products. 
He believes that a new Chinese children's reading 
project can continually promote Chinese culture with 
the publication of the series. Content with universal 
value can be disseminated, and this can enhance the 
sense of identity of overseas readers about Chinese 
culture."Just as Cengage's English readers can be 
published for decades, if this series enter the overseas's 
school reading system, it will have great and deep 
influence." 

He also states that since the series was released, he 
hadn't expected so many positive reactions from all 
corners of the globe. His boss stressed that the project 
should start form the first level (currently the books start 
from levels two to four) and develop a complete series. 
Overseas customers also came and expressed a desire to 
be the agent of the books abroad.

(translated by Moy Hau)

■By Le Yi

Shince 2016, dozens of Chinese publishing 
enterprises have established overseas editorial 
departments in cooperation with well-known 

foreign publishers, through deeply cooperation in 
editorial, distribution and sales, increased overseas readers' 
understanding of China with newly published books about 
China. These books have been well received with a lot of 
attention and more sales. Our reporter Le Yi interviewed 
some heads of the overseas editorial departments.

China Translation Publishing House, starting in 
2016, cooperated with LID Business Media of the UK 
in curating and publishing a project suitable for readers 
worldwide. According to Martin Liu, LID's Chief 
Operation Officer, they did extensive research into the 
market needs of readers outside of China, then decided 
to publish a series about famous Chinese entrepreneurs, 
as more overseas readers are curious about the Chinese 
economy and Chinese enterprises. Then, they discussed 
on the topics, writing style and content structure of the 
series with experts from different fields, and confirmed 
the positioning of the series: using intelligent and simple 
language to tell these Chinese entrepreneurs' stories. 
CTPH invited Chinese business writers familiar with these 
entrepreneurs to write, and LID invited a famous French 
artist to draw sketches of each entrepreneur for the cover 
of the series. Since the publication in June 2016, it's been 

distributed to large bookstores and airports in 18 countries, 
and sold more than 5,000 copies. Over 20 language rights 
have been sold. According to sources, the second round 
of the series, comprising five books, will be published in 
English and launched next year at the London Book Fair. 
Till now CTPH has established 8 such offices globally.

According to Gu Jun, the head of the overseas 
development department of Sinolingua Press, the press 
established one such venture with Wisdom House 
Cultural Investment Company of Egypt in 2018; they 
scheduled to publish 10 books every year targeted at 
Arabic-language markets in the area of Chinese-language 
teaching. The first ten were published at the end of 
2018. The strong demand for Chinese-language teaching 
materials in the Arab world led to strong sales of these 
books. Among them, the HSK Vocabulary by Frequency 
series of four books, with its initial print run of 4,000 
copies for the series sold out completely, and entered the 
second round of printing. The series entered the bestseller 
list in respective category in Egypt, and provoked lively 
discussion on Facebook. Another China-themed series, 
including 3 books about Chinese Culture, Chinese 
Geography and Chinese History were also purchased 
by Al-Sheqary, the largest educational book provider in 
Saudi Arabia. The series sold almost 2,000 copies. The 
publisher conducted broad promotion at the book fairs 
across the Arab world for these books.

As Tong Meng, head of international cooperation 

division of New World Press sees it, close cooperation 
between the Chinese and foreign partners is absolutely 
key for success. The press, through hard work with 
a Turkish partner, established an overseas editorial 
department in 2017, till now has published more than ten 
Turkish-language titles, with most of them selling more 
than 1,000 copies. What impressed Tong Meng most was 
that when publishing I Come from Xinjiang, they pipelined 
the workflow of both presses, by making use of the 
time difference between the two countries, finished the 
translation, verification and printing between the Turkish 
side and Chinese side in two weeks before a launch event 
at Ankara. Till now, New World Press has established 13 
such divisions globally.

The Commercial Press, based on its nearly 40 years of 
cooperation with the Oxford University Press, established 
a joint editorial office in HK last year. Guo Chaofeng, 
vice director of the Copyright and Legal Department of 
the Commercial Press, expressed that the two parties will 
continually deepen their cooperation on publication of 
dictionaries and academic works, then prioritise to publish 
the English-Chinese bilingual edition of Chinese-language 
culture dictionaries for non-mother-language speakers of 
Chinese, which may include a Chinese culinary culture 
dictionary, a Chinese tea culture dictionary, a Chinese 
society dictionary, etc, thus forming an advanced and 
multi-angled dictionary series.

(translated by Moy Hau)

At BIBF this year, more and more large international publishing companies rolled out books with titles related to Chinese culture, or integrated Chinese 
elements into their overseas publications. Some heads from international publishers talked about their insights on this category.

The joint editorial divisions get positive result 
中外“混血”的国际编辑部初显成效


